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The Yeniu Mines 野牛厂 in Shuangbai District 双柏县 

Nanny Kim, draft May 2018 

Records and questions 

Not much is known about The Yeniu Mines in the south of Shuangbai District. Two gazetteers of the 

Republican Period mention the site. According to the county gazetteer of 1922, exploitation ended 

about 1870, and an attempt by local gentry at reviving the mines in the early years of the Republican 

period was unsuccessful (同治末年停办，于民国初年地方绅首集资开办，折本而歇).1 

According to the provincial gazetteer of 1949, the mines “flourished in the Daoguang period, when the 

numbers of workers exceeded 10,000.” The site was abandoded during the civil wars and an attempt as 

resuming the exploitation in the Republican Period failed. (野牛廠在道光旺時人工在萬人以上因咸

同兵亂亦停民初恢復開辦因折本復停).2 

Place names appearing on various maps are Yinniu 银牛 (Silver Ox), Laochang 老厂 (Old Mines) and 

Yinjiangcun 银匠村 (Silversmiths’ village), suggesting historical mining on some scale. The 

fieldwork was undertaken without expectations, hoping to find comparative materials for further 

assessment of the Shiyang and the Malong Mines.  

Fieldwork by Yang Yuda and Nanny Kim, with Dominik Brod, 27 November 2016 

Supported by: Mr. Pu Shunyong and Mr. Luo Xingfu, local officials of Yeniu village 

Main informants: Mr. Pu Shunyong 普顺勇, director of the village government, Mr. Pu Zhengfu 普

正富 of Yeniu village, Mr. Li Zhengchang 李正昌 of Laochang village 

To avoid a road closure about half-way to Yeniu, we had to leave early. We left Shuangbai at 7 am 

and reached Yeniu village shortly after 9 am. The higher ridges were shrouded in mist and part of the 

day was cloudy. Yeniu village sits at about 1660 m high up under a forested ridge. The slope steeply 

descends from the village into a narrow valley at under 900 m. The first descent to the next little 

terrace on the slope, however, is only 100 m. The river below is the Liuzhijiang 六支江, which joins 

another of the many upper arms of the Yuanjiang/Red River.  

Director Pu Shunyong received us at the village government building in the lower part of Yeniu. 

Born in 1963, Yi nationality, and very tall (ca 1.85 m), Director Pu had served in the army for four 

years. He was friendly, had an interest in local history, and readily switched between dialect and 

nearly standard pronunciation. We forgot to ask whether he also speaks Yi. He was well-informed and 

had been around the area with all geological and mining surveys. 

Mr. Pu told us that Yeniu used to be called Yinniu 银牛, but right after liberation the geographers 

misunderstood the local pronunciation and that’s how the name got changed [Nanny: this ppears 

likely, but the misunderstanding would have occurred earlier, as the name had already changed to 

Yeniu by 1922.]. He explained that silver used to be worked at two sites, around Yeniu, which is also 

called Changjie 厂街, and at Laochang. The ores used to be worked for silver, and the mines used to 

have to pay 3 packhorse loads to the emperor each year [Yuda: this would be some 6,000 liang, which 

would indeed indicate a high productivity. Nanny: pack horses carried about 72-90 kg, i.e. 60-80 kg of 

silver without packaging.]. Up to 15,000 men worked in the mines. There is a lot of gangue that was 

extracted from the mines. The village itself is in fact built on gangue. A company from Hunan had 

opened six new mines but extracted ore of very low grade only. The operators took to processing old 

gangue instead and made 20 million Yuan from concentrated ores discarded with gangue. His own 

                                                      
1 Mochu xiandizhi 摩芻縣地志 (Gazetteer of Mochu County), compiled by Wang Guodong 王国栋. Orig. 1922. 

Reprint, Chuxiong 2014, 19. 
2 Xinzuan yunnan tongzhi, juan 64, 7a. 
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truck team transported 200,000 tons per year. At the time, the company employed 2 truck teams, the 

other team had 20 trucks, his had 30, but the other team started work almost a year before his joined. 

Altogether Mr. Pu reckons that over 500,000 tons of discarded ores were removed.  

He also detailed that the administrative village Yeniu has 907 inhabitants, and 38 km2 of the total 

area of 78 km2 are mining areas. Most inhabitants are Yi nationality, Laochang is the only Han village 

inthe administrative village area. There were old slags noear both Changjie and Laochang. In addition, 

there were graves near Da’aozi 大凹子, among these a Jiaqing period (1796-1820) grave is said to 

belong to a mine owner. 

Mr. Pu suggested we first look at the sites near Yeniu and then go on to Lachang. He first took us 

to a slag dump to the west of the primary school at Caiyuan 菜园, no longer a village, under 2 km east 

of Yeniu. The site is a small dell in the slope around a bamboo grove. According to Pu, some 1000 

tons were removed here; and the amount of slags shipped from Laochang would be about 5000 t 

[Yuda: informant at Laochang later stated that the amount was only 2000 t]. The remaining layer of 

slags is up to 50 cm thick. The dump extends over 30 to 50 m across and some 15 height metres. Mr. 

Pu picked up some bits of glazed soil, clearly part of a furnace wall. There was no known mine 

nearby, but several entrances were on the slope behind Dawafang 大瓦房, one of which was called 

Bainiandong 百年洞, and the highest Dachangqing (?). further up the slope now still almost in the 

mist. A large mine entrance was a long way below, near the bottom of the slope, called Daxuedong 大

血洞. 

Director Pu suggested we walk on to the mines near Dawafeng, the next village to the east. A short 

way out into the forest, he showed us a large mine entrance, about 2 m across and 1.5 m high, leading 

gently down and branching into 3 adits almost immediately. The gangue heap in the forest outside the 

mine was not extensive. Another, disturbed by recent test excavations was some 20 m below and a bit 

to the west in a rill. According to Pu, some 2000 tons of ore had been shipped to Yao’an in the course 

of the “test,” which then had been stopped. Below the villages, the terrain descends increasingly 

steeply, furrowed by many small brooks that converge in the stream below. 

There was a temple site in the upper part of Wafang. Amongst some unkempt old graves two earth 

walls, only about 4 m apart, were still standing. The site appeared to be no more than a village shrine.  

Director Pu then took us to the Bainian Mine, which had been recently re-exploited by the 

Hunanese company. After the gallery that followed the old mine had caved in inside the mountain, the 

company had driven in another mine about 70 m to 

the west, which joined the other gallery some 70 m 

into the mountain. Exploitation had however been 

abandoned, as the metal content was too low. The 

company had taken to re-exploiting old gangue. 

The partly dug up gangue heap outside the mine 

were still extensive. Director Pu told us that the 

mining boss now offers a prize of several thousand 

Yuan for locals who can show him any old mine, 

yet none had been found so far. The situation 

indicates that ores extracted by modern mining 

from old workings or from deposits in the vicinity 

of old workings in fact have a lower metal content 

than the historic gangue. Both the Bainian Mine 

and the mine further up on the slope used to 

consist of two galleries on top of each other. 

Director Pu explained that the lower one would 

have been the drainage gallery [presumably the 

interpretation of the geological team].  

We walked back to Yeniu to see the site of the 

“great temple” (damiao 大庙), now just above the 
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village in the forest. There were tiles and pieces of brick but remains were insufficient to distinguish 

the dimensions of structures. According to Mr. Pu, the temple had been demolished in 1958, and a 

copper bell had been taken to the primary school, where it was still in use when director Pu attended it. 
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We returned to the village administration, where director Pu had invited Pu Zhengfu 普正富, born in 

1947, who formerly was the village blacksmith. Communication was somewhat difficult, as Yuda’s 

questions had to be translated into local dialict to Mr. Pu, and not all of his answers were 

understandable, even to Yuda. Mr. Pu was eager to tell us what he knew, even though he was frail. 

Mr. Pu stated that his ancestors had come to Yeniu some 2 to 3 generations ago, to work in the 

mines. Form the geologists he had heard the composition of the ores was complex, containing silver, 

copper, lead, tin and zinc. 

According to tradition, the mine exploited the leg of a silver ox. At first, searching for this leg 

remained unsuccessful for a long time, but the miners eventually hit it in the mountain above Yeniu 
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village. The mining boss had a dream of a silver ox, and heard a voice telling him that he had to fix 

one leg and one horn in place with two [unidentified objects] 两根肋巴, so that it could no longer run 

away. So he assembled a great many men for working the mines. A genie in heaven heard about this, 

and sent someone to sell peaches 蟠桃 outside the mines. The young miners could not resist and came 

out, while the older ones were less greedy and stayed at work. When all peaches were sold, the seller 

lifted her carrying pole, and in turned to leave, she vanished. At the same time, there was a great 

grumble underground, and the mine collapsed. Everyone still inside was killed, and for seven days and 

seven nights, blood and water spurted out from the thicket under Changjie. The spot was later called 

Dashuixue 大水血.  

In about 1952, when Mr. Pu was still a young child, an old man, who was his grandfather’s 

generation and about 80 at the time, knew all these stories. It was handed down from generation to 

generation that the silver ox was buried here. 

Mr. Pu explained that formerly old slags were mostly found to both sides of the spot where the 

administrative building now stands. They were carried to Caiyuan in 1958 for re-smelting for lead. 

[Hence the remains of furnace walls ween there would be from the traditional lead-smelting furnaces 

used during the Great Leap.] 

Mr. Pu also remembered that there used to be a Caishen temple on the road to Shuangbai, where 

people still worshipped when he was young. The deity of the “great temple” was for the God of Ores 

矿神, and there used to be a statue of a silver ox, as well as a copper bell. 

Upon being asked about the roads before motorization, Mr. Pu said that the road went around the 

ridge (岭岗). Because of the mine on the ridge, traffic had to pass around. The southward road 

descended from Caiyuan. 

Yuda asked Mr. Pu which ores were the richest. He stated that would be the lead ores of the 

Bainiandong were the richest. Back in 1858 prisoners were made to mine there. 

Mr. Pu also stated that the lead mine consisted of 2 stories, the upper gallery was worked for ore, 

the lower served for ventilation. The upper gallery was larger than the lower. 

It was said that when exploitation was flourishing, the miners consumed 7 pieces of cattle a day. 

As soon as you approached Dawafang, you would hear the din and the voices. 

Past the Bainiandong on the other side of the ridge there was another mine, the 打厂箐, but there 

were no slags there. 
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We had lunch at 12:30 and proceeded to Laochang. 

Leaving Yeniu northwestwards, Director Pu stopped the car at the first bend, where the track was 

dug into the gangue. Pu pointed out that this material, with an average diameter under 1 cm was found 

everywhere. In places where the track cut into the mountain flank for 4 to 5 m, it was still in the 

gangue layer. Looking over the Yeniu slope, director Director Pu explained that this entire slope 

consisted of gangue. When they had the new village government building built, anchoring holes were 

drilled for the foundations, but the usual machinery could not reach solid rock. In the end, a company 

from Henan drilled 30 m deep and still brought up the same material. The entire slope, to the next 

level 100 m below is a gangue field. The same probably applies to Dawafang and Caiyuan. Director 

Pu added that the mines that produced all this material have not been found. You would expect them 

in the wooded slope just above, but despite the prize, nobody has been able to find them. [Yuda: 

Conservatively assuming an average thickness of 5 m, the gangue heap of Yeniu would amount to 

several 100,000 m3.] The Hunan company has processed about 500,000 tons without leaving much of 

a dent. 

At the shoulder of the ridge, the gangue field ended. 

On the forested ridge, at a place called Da’aozi 大凹子, the pine forest is dotted with graves. The 

area is also called grave mountain 大坟山. Director Pu stopped for the aforementioned grave of the 

Jiaqing period but the stele turned out to be lost. Someone reportedly stole the marble plate to use it 

for a grave of their own family. Upon asking 

whether this was not highly unlucky, director Pu 

confirmed that it was, and in fact three members 

of that family died one after the other soon 

thereafter. Looking around produced a single 

grave with a legible inscription, dating to QL 15 

(1750). The grave owner was from Hengyang in 

Hunan.  

Director Pu mentioned that in addition to this 

grave mountain, there was also a Muslim 

graveyard near Changjie with even more graves, 

but none of the graves had inscriptions. 
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Upon entering the Laochang valley, the village itself remained out of sight. In the fields near the forest 

edge, we met a group of people. One of them was Li Zhengchang 李正昌, born in 1966 and from 

Laochang, whom director Pu had contacted. The car had stopped where the road turned around a sharp 

shoulder into the Laochang valley, there was a strip of fields reaching some way down near the 

shoulder, while most of the slope to a rill was abandoned, mostly overgrown by weeds and small bush. 

The place was called Laotianjia 老田家.  

Mr. Li had organized the selling of slags at Laochang. It turned out that he had also worked in the 

transporting of slags at the old Shiyang Mines. Mr. Li told us that the mines were older than the 

village. He also knew that the slags at Caiyuan were carried there on muleback in 1958 for smelting. 

Mr. Li stated that he had sold 1000 tons of Caiyuanzi in 2002, some 500 of the slope below the 

spot we were standing on, and some 1500 from the wasteland of the old temple site (庙后荒地). At the 

time, he made 1000 Yuan per ton, which he considered a very good price. They only collected glassy 

slags, not the dull or bubbly type. Metal content [presumably of lead] was around 17%. Mr. Li had 

also sold some 50 tons of copper slags from a different site north of Laochang. 

Mr. Li had heard that in the old times the mines had been operated by a family by the name of 

Tian 田 from Yimen. The graves on Dafenshan were graves of miners, and the mines supposedly were 

300 years old. In the old days they had been worked for silver and lead. There used to be a market 

street in front of the old “great temple” 大庙, where the miners of Yeniu came to market. 

Mr. Li took me down the slope to show the slags. We descended some 40 to 60 m. He pointed out 

that the glassy slags were the ones that he sold, while the dull ones found higher up were low in lead 

and not wanted. Mr. Li explained that the slag layer extended under the fields, but was under the soil. 

On a tiny saddle down the hardly perceptible ridge he told me that the slag layer used to be up to 2 m 

thick, and he figured there used to be a furnace operated here. The slags in this spot were glassy and 

thickly packed. He pointed to the line of trees across the rill to the SW and stated that the slags 

extended from above the driving track to the brook north of us to the trees on the small ridge we were 
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facing. Later on director Pu and others confirmed that slags extended all the way down that slope. The 

total height would be around 150 m. 

Mr. Li also took me a short way along the slope north of the brook, which was also unused, but 

steeper and all covered in gangue. He told me that the gangue extended from the forest all the way 

down. He showed me the trail that he still used when he carried the slags to the village on muleback in 

2008. A good mule could carry 300 jin (150 kg), within half an hour they would get to the village. The 

driving track above was built since. Mr. Li pointed out a mine entrance and a heap of whitish rock, 

telling me that a Hunan mining boss had operated this mine in 2012 and that the ore contained silver. 

The mine of 2012 followed an old gallery.  

On the way back, Mr. Li told me that his family had come to Laochong 6 generations ago and that 

mining had ended by the time that his ancestors arrived. In present-day Lachang there were no 

descendants of former miners any more. 

Mr. Li knew that the place of the turnoff to Shuangbai is called Guanting 官厅, which means that 

the people had to organize the reception of officials there.  

We drove on to the temple site on a small shoulder just above the track. Remains of foundation 

walls in the young forest and small bushland could be found, but the dimensions are impossible to 

establish. There were indeed a great many “copper plants” (铜草) and slags, which formed a firm, not 

really thick layer on top of gangue. 

We drove on to Laochang village, which sits on a small knob down a steep slope, at about 1500 m. 

It consists of some 30 households. The village faces almost due north and for this reason remains out 

of sight from the south. We spent some time in Mr. Li’s courtyard, mostly confirming information.  

Concerning Muslim Chinese in the mines, director Pu thinks that in the Qianlong period, Muslims 

were suppressed and made to work in the mines. For this reason, Huimin became the majority of 

miners.  

Mr. Li noted that on the other side of the ridge at Banliyuan 板栗园 [site unidentified] there are 

also 3 mine entrances.  

Responding to the question which mine they consider the largest in Shuangbai, Mr. Li told us that 

he worked in the Old Shiyang Mines in 2008, 

selling about 210 tons of slags there, at 500 

Yuan per ton. At that time, the slags there 

were mostly all dug up already. He had not 

been to the other mines, so he would not be 

able to compare. He knew however, that the 

metal content in the slags of the Baima 

Mines at Dashahe 大沙河白马厂 [site 

unidentified] was particularly high. The slag 

dump was not large and by now would be 

mostly gone. The site was 10 km from Yeniu 

as the crow flies.  

Asked about the route south, he said that 

you descended to Pingdicun 平地村, and that 

there were old mines there, too. 

Returning to Shuangbai, we could take a 

more direct road north out of Laochang, as 

the roadworks were finished for the day. Our 

informants showed us a grinding stone that 

villagers had found on the gangue-covered 

slopes. It was fairly rough and had been used 

from two sides, quite probably for grinding 

ores.  
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Director Pu and Mr. Li also took us to the small dump of copper slags near the driving track about 

1 km along the track to the north of the village in the forest. The dump appeared small and not deep.  

Director Pu continued to a road construction site, we returned to Shuangbai. 
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Results: 

The thickness and the extent of gangue heaps that cover entire slopes are evidence of long and large-

scale exploitation. The scarcity of known workings suggests that much of the gangue was produced a 

relatively long time ago. The unsuccessful hunt for historic workings at Yeniu and the fact that few 

mines are known at Laochang also reflects that these workings were lost, covered by later mining, or 
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collapsed and hence that the main exploitation ended several centuries ago. The scarcity of oral 

traditions and of temple remains point to the same direction. 

At the same time, oral traditions positively confirm that the sites were still worked in the early 19th 

century. It appears probable, that mining was revived, possibly at Yeniu only, concentrating on the 

still known workings that enter the mountain slope below and above Dawafang at an almost level 

angle. The slag dumps near Yeniu that Mr. Pu remembered would have been on top of the gangue 

layer and hence produced by activities that date later than the ones that produced the gangue. In this 

case, the slag dumps of the earlier period of exploitation at Yeniue would be expected on the lower 

ledge near Daxiedong or would covered under eroding lag layers. The situation at Laochang is 

relatively similar, although the thickness of gangue and slag layers is more uncertain. 

The amount of known slags is relatively small, out of relation to the amount of discarded material. On 

account of the steep terrain it seems probable, that the known slag dumps are the results of late stages 

of exploitation, while the older dumps would have been covered by eroding gangue layers descending 

form the higher slopes. The presence of copper slags relatively high up on the slope above Laochang 

suggests that copper exploitation was a late development in the mining area. 

 


